Cloudficient™ Announces Pay as You Go
Pricing for Email Archive Migration
Delivers a fixed-price/fixed-outcome service for migration of
legacy email archives to Office 365
Zurich, Switzerland: February 20, 2018
Cloudficient™, the Office 365 management solutions provider, today announced
pay-as-you-go pricing for its email archive migration as a service offering. It offers a
migration service, with no long-term commitment, from as little as $3990 per
Terabyte. You pay only for data that is successfully migrated, there is no long-term
lock-in should migration plans change.
Cloudficient is able to provide this ground-breaking approach due to a combination of
experience, automation and the pro-active monitoring provided by the Cloudficient
technology stack.
With pricing starting as low as $3990 per Terabyte migrated, Cloudficient is the first
vendor to offer transparent pricing that allows customers to make a truly informed
decision on their solution for email archive migration.
Historically, email archive migration vendors have been reluctant to make public their
pricing models. Instead they have preferred to hide overall pricing behind tailor made
project plans that often result in additional (and unexpected) implementation costs
and unmet expectations. Our email migration as a service offers the quality result
without any hidden Cloudficient costs.
"The team at Cloudficient has unrivalled experience in email archive migration," said
Peter Kozak, CEO of Cloudficient. "I have been leading email archive migration
projects for over a decade and have used many different approaches and
technologies. My experience means that I am confident that at Cloudficient we have
the best people, the best technology and the best methodologies. This is why we can
offer a fixed, transparent price, and we take the risk if the unexpected happens."
The key benefits of Cloudficient email archive migration as a service include:
•
•

Fixed Outcome: successful migrations that meet the legal, technical and
business requirements
Budget certainty: a fixed price for the cloudficient migration, based upon the
volume of email archive to be migrated

•
•
•
•

Complete solution: includes technology, professional services and support
throughout the project
Quality processes: delivers a fixed outcome independent of the discovery of
unseen complexities
Affordable: the starting price can be as little as USD $3,990 per Terabyte
Flexible: an option for no minimum commitment is available as no-one can
predict the future

Peter Kozak continues, "Email archive migration pricing has always been a bit of a
mystery for the enterprise. Initial prices are usually indicative estimates, as are the
deliverables. Projects are often based purely on the price vendors believe that
customers are willing to pay. In addition, prices normally flex up as the solution
provider realizes the complexity of the project. We want to stop that."
Cloudficient's email archive migration as a service is available immediately in The
Americas and EMEA.
For more information visit https://cloudficient.com/email-archive-migration-service/
About Cloudficient: Cloudficient is a privately held company, headquartered in
Switzerland, focused on improving the efficiency of Office 365 management and onboarding.
Our solutions use artificial intelligence, automation and anomaly detection to
increase efficiency and lower costs. We provide a revolutionary experience covering
the whole Office 365 administration, monitoring, reporting, on-boarding and migration
process, all through a single-pane-of-glass
The Cloudficient founders have in excess of 30 years combined experience in the
development of management tools for Microsoft technology. The have migrated
multi-petabytes of email archives across millions of users.
Note: Pricing is from USD $3990 per Terabyte. For detailed pricing, request a quote
at https://cloudficient.com/email-archive-migration-service/
https://www.cloudficient.com/
cloudficient is a trademark of cloudficient Software AG. All other trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.

